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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Integra Introduces the Kallise Lounge Collection

Complete Line of Residential-Scaled Lounge Seating and Tables Available with
Multiple Options
WALWORTH, WISC. – April 26, 2017 – Integra Inc., a leading designer and
manufacturer of high quality seating and tables for commercial environments, is
showcasing its Kallise Lounge Collection at this year’s NeoCon Expo, June 12-14 in
Chicago.
With an exceptional range of options that can create a residential-scale with a
contemporary, mid-century modern or even an international look, the collection
seamlessly combines beautiful aesthetics and unmatched durability with desired
comfort. Designed and engineered for superior value, Kallise is a natural fit for
today’s most discerning commercial interior environments, including education,
healthcare, hospitality and corporate settings.
The complete collection, most of which was initially introduced in March, consists of
lounge chairs, two-seat settees and three-seat sofas. Ottomans, benches and a range
of tables round out the collection.
Four arm styles are available: two arm widths of 3” and 5”, both with two leg height
options of 3” and 8” heights. Legs are available in either solid wood with eight finish
options, steel with four powder coat finish choices or steel with brushed chrome. A
caster leg option for mobility in either wood or steel is also available with the chair.
Additional options include three different arm caps: solid surface, solid wood or HPL
over a plywood edge. The stylish arm caps are flat on top with beveled tapering
edges.
Adding to its flexibility to meet any functionality or design need, a sleek-looking yet
ultra-strong tablet arm can be added to one side of a chair and either or both sides
of the settee or the sofa. The tablet, with or without cup holder, is available in solid
surface, solid wood and HPL over a plywood edge. Power ports, with standard plug
or two USB units, are available in a choice of white, black or gray.
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“The Kallise Collection smartly bridges the gap between aesthetics and strength on
one side and durability and comfort on the other,” said Chandra Putnam, Integra’s
Director of Sales and Marketing. “The number of pieces with the same finish options
creates design continuity. Yet the collection also has a high level of modularity,
where one component, say a seat or an arm cap, can be replaced if it becomes
damaged or worn. Kallise is designed to meet the needs of many end-users.”
The Kallise ottomans and benches have the same finish options as the seating. The
ottoman can come fully upholstered or with a table top option in either solid
surface, solid wood or HPL/plywood. If desired, the benches can be specified with a
sleek metal wrap to create a table top feature. Table top options for the bench are
the same as the ottoman.
All seating products come with a range of graded-in fabric options from the
industry’s leading textile manufacturers, providing virtually unlimited color, pattern
and durability options.
A full line of Kallise Tables with metal and wood cylinder legs in several sizes is also
available.
Products in the Kallise Lounge Collection contain the strength and durability for
which Integra is known. The Kallise chairs pass a 1,000 lb. drop test and a 2000 lb.
static load test. The tablet arm passes a 300 lb. drop test. Made with steel inner
construction and featuring dymetrol suspension, Kallise seating products come with
a lifetime warranty.
About Integra
Located in southern Wisconsin, Integra Inc., is a family-owned and operated
company that has been designing and manufacturing seating and tables for lounge
and reception areas since 1982. The company started with Monroe Putnam’s
patented “tube and plug” inner construction design. Since then, Integra owners,
Monroe and Deena Putnam, have grown Integra into a leading company that
accommodates the unique requirements of each customer and end-user, and
continually adds new products that exceed customer expectations. Integra sets the
standard for products with functional style, durability and flexibility combined with
first-class customer service. With a focus on durability and minimizing
environmental impact, all Integra seating lines have replaceable components to
provide a more sustainable and cost effective solution for any facility.
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Editor’s Note: High resolution images are available by contacting Matt Spaulding at
matts@spauldingcommunications.com or 404-270-1010.

